EDIUS 6 & VisTitle 1.5 Group Buy Promo
December 11th 2010 Deadline

EDIUS 6

Upgrade from any previous version of Edius*

$299. including shipping, excluding taxes Reg. price $599 (after 12/31/2010)
10-bit editing support with the new HQX Codec, 2K/4K & user specific resolution support, Multi-point
free-shape mask filter, 16 camera multicam editing, Added Canon XF format and EOS movie format
support, 3D keyframeable layout tool with borders and alpha, Export in AVCHD format direct to
media card. *ONLY Edius 5.x users can upgrade after 12/31/2010 for $599

VisTitle 1.5

The Hottest NLE CG Exclusively for Edius

$299. including shipping, excluding taxes, Reg. price $379 (after 12/31/2010)
VisTitle is the best choice of EDIUS users for its powerful features, reliability and unrivaled real-time
performance. Utilizes both CPU+GPU and takes full advantage of multi-core technology. All titles and
graphics are rendered in vector format which allows the user to alter and transform the titles without
degradation. Fully keyframeable positioning, scaling, rotation and effects adjustments in true 3D space.

$10 x 10 Group Buy Promotion Details
editHD will be taking group buy orders for VisTitle and the new Edius 6 upgrade. Group buy
participants will send $250 via PayPal to george@editHD.com as a deposit towards their purchase for
each product. For every 10 people that participate in each product promotion, each participant will save
$10 off of the actual promo price of $299. (i.e. If 22 people participate, each will save $20. So the
actual cost they will pay is $279., 36 people = $30/$269 each etc.) Not only that, but, those who do
participate, will also get free shipping. If 50 people participate, each will save $50 plus save the $20
shipping & handling. ($50 will be the maximum discount regardless how many people over 50 actually
participate) If less than 50 people take advantage of this deal, participants will be billed the additional
monies after the tally is determined at midnight on Dec. 11th and they will pay the balance via PayPal.
No other forms of payment will be accepted for this group buy promotion.
So this promo will close on Saturday December 11th at midnight. That following Monday (Dec. 13 th) an
order will be placed with VideoStar in China for the VisTitle units. It takes a few days to arrive here in
the US and orders will go out within 48 hours of being received here. The idea is to have all units
delivered before Christmas.
This special promo is for the US/North America only. Canadian and non continental US customers will
have to pay shipping costs and any other related fees. No orders will be accepted outside of the US &
Canada.
Please do not hesitate to email or call with any questions that you may have.

Sincerely,

George Dame
ph. 508-740-6024
email. george@editHD.com

editHD

123 Milk Street

Westborough, MA 01581

